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Abstract: This paper describes the use of an artificial intelligence approach to analise track

data obtained from field measurements. A neural network approach developed and applied to

data tiom a track recording vehicle. The paper describes relevant sofiware that can be used to

iltelligently classify patterns in the measured data so as to give a reasonable evaluation oftrack

performance. The paper discusses the artihcial neural network approach, the data structure for a

track recording vehicle and introduces the algorithmic of the selected neural reverse

propagation network. The paper also describes the required analysis, the general plan and the

modular division of the intelligent processing software applicable for track measuring data.

Finally, rhe paper analyzes a data set from the Jingjiu rail line in china.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Itailwa,v track is one of the most critical railway infrastructure assets, given its potential to

impact on railway operating costs and on the level of customer service which rail is able to

provide. Measnrement of track performance using manual or automatic inspection nreans. is a
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key component of any track asset management system.

A review of computer aided rail track maintenance and renewal systems identified nearly 20
tools of varfing scope currently used in different countries. The most comprehensive
maintenance decision support model is the MARPAS system of British Rail (see Hope, 1992,
for example), MARPAS accounts for engineering faclors in track maintenance through
degradation models based on relationships using axle loads, speeds, and train consist. Some
other models which require a readily usable database of a system's characteristics are as

follows:

Burlington Northern (BN) has its Advanced Railroad Electronics System (ARES) deveioped
primarily for train scheduling (Ferguson, l99l) but it also stores details of bridges, track
geometry. and rail characteristics; BN also has its Track Management System (TM$) used for
forecastin-c track condition (Hide et al. l99l). The Track Management Advisory System
(TMAS) of Canadian Pacific (CP Rail) requires a database of track segnlents (Roney and
Mclh'ecn. I 991 ). Trask and Fraticelli, 1991. reported on Canadian National Rail's (CNR) Track
Degradation lvlodel (TDM) which uses the engineering department's databases that colrain
physical plant and track cornponent condition information (visual and automatect). TRACS, the
Total Right-of-way Analysis and Costing System described by Martland and Hargrove, 1993, is
a generic system vvhich requires the user to have information about specific equipment and
track characteristics if it is to be applied to a particular route. ECOTRACK has been developed
in Europe b,v- the International Union of Railways together with the European Rail Research
Institr.rte (ERRI, 1995). It is a decision support system for track renewal and maintenance based
on expert systems technology.

US based comprehensive axle load studies led to the development of models which consider
engineering and business factors in trading offincreased maintenance costs agailst equipment
savings (Hargrove, 1990; Kalay, 1995). Most of these models are based upon historical data
obtained from local rneasurements of track condition and of maintenance activity and costs.
expected lifetimes of track components, and locally developed algorithms which extrapolate
the data for future maintenance planning.

An integrated track degradation urodel has been developed in Australia (Zhang, et al., 1997).
This integrated modcl is used to predict track degradation by mechanistic analysis and to aid
track maintenance planning based on degradation analysis and maintenance condition limits
within a sct of given resources and overall maintenance budget.

Cryrcntly, most of the track measurement and data collection and analysis is undertaken
manually. This usually requires large amounts of labour, material and time for rarv data
acquisition. sorting and analysis. This is a low ellicicncy errrd high labour intensive rvork. In
addition, the results are usually subjected to a high lcvel of operator subjectivity and human
error leading to high levels of subjcctivitl,and uncertainty'in the results. In ordcr to improve thc
working efficiency ofdata processing, reduce the uncertainty factor caused by human error and
enhance the objectivity and standardization, an in.rproved system is proposed here.
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To that end. the paper deals with the application of neuralnetworks in the analysis of the track

geomelric status. This artificiai intelligent approach can simulate the thinking mode of the track

maintenance operator/planner and can be used to solve the problem encountered by pattern

identifi cation and clustering.

2. NEURAL NETWORK MODEL FOR AUTOMATIC CLASSIFICATTON OF

TRACK DATA

2.1 Model Description

Classiflcation of the data collected by the track recording vehicle is essentially a complex

non-linear nrapping process, the mapping can be described as follows:

D-+T

Where I) represents the data set collected by the track recording vehicle, i.e'

ofthe track section which can be described as:

(1)

the statistic result

D = \(d,, d r, d t...' dr) ld, = (ds,r, ds,., ds,r, ds, o) d s, e (Q+oc),1 = 1 - 7, i = 1 - 4| (2)

Each element of the set D is a 7-dimension vector, representing the profile, gauge, cross-level,

warp. vertical acceleration and horizontal acceleration respectively. Each vector is a

4-dimention vector representing 4 classes. Our aim is to classiff the 7 set data.

T represents the classification set with 4 classes, namely:

T -- {tt,t",.,,...,t4} (3)

The four classes indicate the following four status: qualified; relatively qualified (repair should

be done accordingly); not'qualified (repair must be done); and severe damaged (repair must be

done irnrnediately).

Where, f is the mapping of D to T, u,e nced to find the relationship of this mapping and simulate

it by the mechanism of artificial neural networks.

2.2 Encoding of Data Information

The above descriptions shows clearly that to find out the mapping of set DeR28 to set TE {0,
I )4, you should only makc the raw data of set D as the input of the network, let alone the

meaning of the data. However, the data of the T set is to be coded, as for the mapping function f
of the IIP nctrvork is a S-shape and its dornain is knowu as [0,1], so one string of tburdigital
binarf is used to encode the element ofset T. The ciass I is indicatcd by 1000, class II bi'0100,
olass III by 0010 and so on. Thus. the translation ofthe relevant value ofthe binary string rvill
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become the value of the set T.

2.3 Neural Network Model

A neural nenvork can be easily established when the issue is well characterized and encoded.

Flere we introduce a nctwork with 28 input and 4 output nodes, after testing once and again, one
layer of implication node is selected, which has 8 neurons., Figure I shows the topological
structure of this network.

"- input layer

. hidder lal.er

output layer

F'igure L Topological Structure of This Network

This is a BP network, with the input layer on the top and the output layer on the bottom. Each
layer is fully inter-connected with the upper and the lower layers. Each neuron adopts an
S-sirape l-urction as the mapping function of input and output. The learning algorithrrric is the
reverse propagation.

2.4 Mathematical Analysis for The Network Structure

Actual output ofoutput node:

o, = "f (Lr,,Y, -0,) = f (net,)

output of hidden node: 
net' =lT"Y' -o'

Y, = -f (Zw,,x, -0,)= f (net,)

nel, =1v,,,.,x, -0,

Where jr'l = output of the jth node of iapfi layer; x,r = weight of the interconnection

(4)

(5)
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node i ofthe input layer and nodej ofthe hidden layer; and ./r = outPut ofthe node i ofthe

input layer, L = weight ofthe interconnection between nodej ofthe hidden layer and the node

of output layer.

The erroE E, is defined as the sum ofsquared differences between the actual network output ( o, )

and the target output (1, ) at the output layer:

B =l{,,-o,)' =lo, - f <\r,,f(l,w,x, -0,)-0,))' (6)

This enor is used to adjust the u,eights ofthe connections feeding into the output laycr b1'using

the relationship:

Where

7,,(k +1) = 7,,(k) + LT,,

LTt, = -q * =l6tti (7),, , 
07,,

and

5,= (t, - o,)* f'(net,)
Similarly, adaptation of weights for the hidden layer of processing elements is given by:

Where

Wr(k+1)=Wt(k)+ LW,

,aE
Lw, = _ry 

alru

AE

-=-d 

X

' ow, " j (8)

6', = f'(net,)6,7,,

The procedure for adjusting the threshold term 0

For the output node;

0,(k +1) = 0r(k) + L0, 
(9)

L'0, =r79L=ry6,
For the hidden node: 

' ' 00'

0i,(k+1) =0,(k)+ L0, (10)

- ,aE
L0, = n' ;; = q'5"

Wlrere. k is a repeat number, 0,,0, = thresholds for the node / in the output and node i in the
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hidden layer.

We use the sigmoid function:

Its derivative is:

Thus

For the output node:

Feng CHEN, Luis FERREIRA and Jiang ZFLANG

I
J$)= 

-
l-e "

.f'(x)= /(x)*(l- /(x))

f' (ner o) = f (net o) r, (l - .f (net u))

o, = f Qzet,)

' f'Qtet,)=or(1 -or)
For the hidden node:

f'(net,)= y,(l- y,)

Total error E, for the network and all patterns p

Er =frr < e

"r =ltf -of 
I

Where, p is the nutnber of training patterns (x (k)), t is target output, a training pair is (x (k), t
(k))

2.5 Network Implementation

Implementation of the network is divided into two stages, namely; training and running. During
the training stage, some. of the collected and classified data are encoded using the method
described above and input into the network lbr repeated iterative computation until the criteria
is satisfied. All the information of the trained network are stored in the weight section of the
netrvork. During the running stage, all the data obtained are input into the input layer of the
neural network to calculate the relevant output values, using the weight value of the trained
network. It should be noted that the current output value of the network is the data in section

[0,1]. Since the S-shape function is irsed to compress any of the real numbers into the [0,1]
section, '*'e need to round off these decimal fractions to 0 or 1 to determine the corresponding
class for each input data group.

3. TRAINING FOR THE PRACTICABILITY OF THE ARTIFICIAL
NEURAL NETWORK

By means o1'the BP network model ntentioned above, track data collected on the Jiugguang and
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Jingiiu railu,ay' lines by the track recording vehicle, have bcen used to train the network. The

training is terminated until the result is satisfied, In application, the data is to be used as an input

to the neural netu,ork. After estimation, the output is a classification mode. lt should be noted

that the network output has applied the so-called S-shape function. Therefore, the result is the

decimal fraction between the [0.1] groups. At this moment, according to the principle of
"picking up the big one", we select the maximum value from the four values and make it as 1,

and other values as 0. Thus the final result is a 4-dimension binary string mapped to a final

comment based on our encoding mode.

The network should be trainecl before application. In order to reach the accuracy of
classification and considering that the output sliould be the value in the [0,1] section, the output

error of each ner.rron selected should be controlled around 0.2 and must be less than 0.3.

According to the calculation ibnlula of the error. the total error of each sample should be 0.08.

We select groups oftrack data coilected by the recording vehicle in the upper direction of the

Jingguang line and the lowcr direction of Jingiiu line for training. Each training uses 20ll
samples. totalling 14450 trainings. Finally, the average error of the network has been reduced to

the above value. The relationship between the training times and the sample error is shou,n in

figure 2.

0 1000 2000 3m0 4m0 5m0 6000 i000 8000 som 10m11m012m1m014000

Figure 2. Training Times and Sample Error

In Figure 2, the X-axis is the training time, Y-axis is the square root of the average value of each

sample enor multiplied by 2.

4. AN EXAMPLE

Track data collected by a recording vehicle in the upper direction ofthe Jingjiu line, is taken as

the cxample for the analysis which follows. The pattem of the raw data is shown as:
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Km summary Prolile Alignmcnt Cauge Cross-level \ltorp Vcrtical accel. Horizontal accel.

km CI(2G Cl C20 CI C2C3 Cl C2CI ClC2C3 CIC2CI Cl C2C3

0017 N 200 000 000 000 00 0 00 0 000
2 0 0 0 0 0 o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0(v{63)

0016 N 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 100 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 22 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0(V=061)

0015 N 14 l0 00 0 0 00 710 l I 0 20 0 000
16 l0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 t2 3 0 t 2 0 4 0 0 0 0 0oH56)

0014 N 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 7 I 0 5 3 0 I 0 0 0 0 0

6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ll 9 0 5 4 o I 0 0 0 0 0o'=ot7)

By running the intelligent analy;is software tbr track data, evaluation information for each

section by is obtained as shown in Table L

Table 1. Evaluation Inforrnation - An Example

Location Evaluation
0002 A lot of exception index in this section, in time repair is suggested ! Main

exception index: profile, length: 39

0003 Light exccption index in this section, repair is not a must lMain exception
index: profile, length: l8

0004 Light exception index in this section, repair is not a must lMain exception

index: cross-level, length: 44

0005 Light exception index in this section, repair is not a must lMain exception
index: cross-level, length: 30

0006 Light exception index in this section, repair is not a must !Main exception
index: Horizontal acceleration, length: 0

0007 Light exception index in this section, repair is not a must !Main exception
index: .profile, length: ll

0008 Light exception index in this section, repair is not a must !Main exception
index: profile, length: l3

0009 Light exception index in this section, repair is not a must !Main exception

index, profile, lensth: l6

The general evaluation of the complete section gave the following results:

o General evaluation: Exception degree ofthis section is not very severe;

o Main exception index is the profile;

. Total length of each class: Class I: 67, Class II: 27, Class III: 0, Class IV: 0

o Average value of each exception class in this section is shown is Table 2.

The statistic curve of the exception section derived from the systematic computation is sho'*,n in
Figure 3.
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Table 2. Exception Class Values

3 c s.6 ? I € l9 11 12 13 I,1.15 16 !7 lE

Figure 3. Statistic Curve for Exception Section

In Figure 3, the X-axis is the mileage of the measuring point, the Y-axis is the exception degree

of the measured point. Figure 6 illustrates clearly the severe exception location of the track.

Comparison between our analysis result and the previous statistic result of the data, shows that

the classification result of the artificial neural network and that of the statistic analysis is

basically the same.

5. CONCLUSION

The automatic processing approach for the track measuring data discussed in this paper, it has

following advantages:

o The systern has high fault tolerance. This is the common characteristic of the artificial

neural net$'ork system. The system can ignore unreasonable input information to ensure its

proper operation;
a The system has high flexibility. In order to change the existing classification regulation, *'e

2

15
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need only to re-train the present network;
o The result is given in the form of comment. It is better than the pure value used currently,

more visible and more user-friendly; and

a The ouput formats adopted for the system provide easy management and evaluation of the

data.
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